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Prerequisite for access to classified 
information

What were the requirements for Vertex to have access to 
classified information? 

The first requirement was Vertex’s execution of a security 
agreement with the Department of Defense (DoD). This legal 
agreement requires Vertex to abide by current and future 
security directives issued by the DoD. By Signing this 
agreement Vertex was authorized to work on classified 
contracts. 

The second requirement was the award of a contract that 
required access to US government classified information. It 
is the awarding of a classified contract that allows Vertex 
and its employees access to classified information. 



NISP and NSIPOM Compliance 
In order to protect classified information, the US government has set in place programs and governing bodies to oversee the handling of classified information. 

The NISP

Established by Executive Order 12829 on 
January 6th, 1993, the NISP prescribes 
requirements, restrictions, and other 
safeguards that are necessary to prevent 
unauthorized disclosure of classified 
information. 

The National Industrial Security Program 
Operating Manual (NISPOM) was issued 
in accordance wit the NISP.

The manual provides baseline standards 
for the protection of classified 
information released or disclosed to 
industry in connection with classified 
contracts under the NISP.

NISPOM Compliance 

The Defense Counterintelligence and 
Security Agency (DCSA) formerly known 
as Defense  Security Services (DSS), has 
been designated by the DoD to provide 
oversight and ensure compliance with 
security requirements in the NISPOM. 
DCSA conducts periodic security reviews to 
evaluate Vertex’s ability to secure and 
Protect US government classified material. 
A marginal or unsatisfactory rating 
indicates a substandard security program. It 
may have detrimental consequences 
for Vertex’s ability to work on classified 
projects and could negatively  affect its
Business. In addition, failure to properly 
comply with NISPOM requirements could 
adversely impact national security. 



Security classification and guidance
For all classified contracts, the Government Contracting Authority (GCA) provides appropriate classification guidance. The following documents 
are used to communicate security requirements 

Basic contract DD Form 254 Security Classification Guide (SCG)



The basic contract

• Identifies all clauses applicable to the contract,
Including security requirements.

• Mandates compliance with the NISPOM, if the 
contract is classified.

• Incorporates the DD Form 254 as part of the
contract.

• Specifies other security requirements that may or 
may not be incorporated in the contract 
documentation. 



The DD Form 254

The DD 254 Form is issued with each contract that
requires access to and/or the generating of
classified information or material. 

• Identifies the highest level of facility clearance and 
safeguarding capability required to perform on the contract.

• Indicates access and security requirements for the
contract.

• Must be flowed down by Vertex to a subcontractor when 
the effort will involve access to and/or the generating of classified 
material.



Security Classification Guide

A security classification guide (SCG) is provided by 
The original government classifying authority. The SCG 
is referenced in the DD Form 254 and identifies: 

• What information or material is classified.

• The level of classification of the information.

• Downgrading, declassification, or exemption 
instructions.

• The level of effort for subcontractors performing
classified work on behalf of prime contract.



Public disclosure of defense information
Employees must not disclose classified or unclassified information without prior review and approval, as specified in DD Form 254.

Disclosing contract information to the public includes: 

• Articles submitted for technical journals and books.

• Lectures and presentations made at symposiums.

• Marketing literature prepared for general or specific purpose release.

• Presentations at trade shows and job fairs.

• Dissertations/theses developed in pursuit of advanced degrees.

• Foreign visits/tours.

• Any other method of release to the public domain. 



Public disclosure of defense information
Before having access to classified information, you are required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA), Standard Form (SF) 312.
The NDA is a legal document between you and the US government.  

The NDA states the following: 

• Any unauthorized disclosure of classified information could cause damage to the US government and is a violation of the NDA. 

• All classified information is property of the US government. 

• Violations of the NDA may result in a fine, imprisonment, or both.

A CLASSIFIED INFORMATION NON-DISCLOSURE 
AGREEMENT IS AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU 
AND THE UNITED STATES!



DoD classification system
Information is classified based on the sensitivity of the material and the amount of damage that would be caused to national security if the information were 
compromised. The levels of classification in the United States are Confidential, Secret, and Top Secret. 



Confidential

Unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be 
expected to cause damage to national security.

Unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be 
expected to cause serious damage to national 
Security. 

Unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be 
expected to cause exceptionally grave damage 
to national security. 

Secret Top Secret



Special category information
Some classified information is considered especially sensitive and additional access restrictions and/or handling requirements are imposed.

The categories are: 

• Foreign Government Information (FGI). 

• North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) information. 

• Intelligence Information (NOFORN, OCORN, PROPIN, REL TO [country designator]).

• Critical Nuclear Weapons Design Information (CNDWI).

• Restricted Data (RD).

• Formerly Restricted Data (FRD).

• Communications Security (COMSEC) and CRYPTO.

• Transclassified Foreign Nuclear Information (TFNI).



Original Classification
Executive Order (EO) 13526 states that only selected US government officials have original classification authority: 

• The President of the United States, Agency Heads, and officials designated by the President in the Federal Register.

• Other United States Government Officials delegated this authority by direction of the President or Agency Head. 

Contractors and their employees do not 
have original classification authority. 



Derivative Classification
Vertex employees obtain their classification authority through the derivative classification process. Derivative classification means: 

• Incorporating, paraphrasing, restating, or generating in a new form and marking the newly developed material consistent with the classification markings 
that apply to the source information.

• Classifying and marking newly generated material in accordance with a security classification guide. 



Derivative Classification
Overall classification marking

Company name/mailing address

Date of preparation

Subject/title marking

Portion markings

Classification authority

Declassification instructions

Employees who extract, paraphrase, restate, or generate classified information in a new form are derivatively classifying the new content, and must 
complete Derivative Classifier training every two years. 



Identifying a threat
A part of protecting classified information is understanding potential threats to it.

Targeting of information and technology residing in US cleared industries originates from over 100 countries worldwide, from a wide array of entities, and 
occurs in many forms. Targets include aerospace and defense industries, cleared employees, and commercial enterprises. 

Threats to classified information are constantly changing and evolving. See your local security office to discuss the local counterintelligence trends that are 
prevalent in your area. 



Methods of operation 
There are several different methods that exploiters use to gain access to classified information:

• Academic solicitation – Includes applications for admissions to advanced science, technology, engineering, and math degree programs associated with cleared 
facilities. 

• Attempted acquisition of technology – Includes attempts to purchase targeted technology via purchase requests, marketing and sales-related websites, and 
email. 

• Criminal activities – Usually involves exploiting lapses in physical security to obtain protected information.
• Exploitation of relationships – Exploiting a connection such as joint ventures or foreign military sales to obtain information or materials. 

• Foreign visits – Attempts to access classified information or technology during visits to cleared facilities. Incidents include use of unauthorized devices or asking 
for information outside the scope of the visit. 

• Requests for information – Includes requests, often submitted via email or web card, for technical information or specific capabilities of restricted or export-
controlled technologies. 

• Search and seizure – Includes airport and customs officials using entry/exit inspections to access or seize hardcopy files or electronic devices; also includes 
inspections of cleared employees’ hotel rooms. 

• Seeking employment – Includes applications/resumes for foreign applicants submitted to HR offices or employment websites for positions requiring US 
citizenship or security clearances. 

• Solicitation of marketing services – Offers to provide good or services to a cleared company in order to gain access to restricted information or technology. 
• Surveillance – Includes visual, aural, photographic, or electronic systemic observation of cleared facilities, sites, or personnel. 
• Suspicious network activity – When a cyber actor attempts to gain access to/or induce malware on a cleared company’s network. 



What is an insider threat? 
Insider threat refers to the threat of an insider using his or her authorized access, wittingly or unwittingly, to do harm to the security of the United States. An 
insider can have a negative impact on national security and industry resulting in: 

• Loss or compromise of classified, export-controlled, or proprietary information.

• Weapons systems cloned, destroyed, or countered. 

• Loss of technological superiority. 

• Economic loss. 

• Loss of life. 



Insider threat occurrences
There are several different ways an insider threat can occur: 

• Recruited – A foreign entity may use exploitable weaknesses to convince an individual with access to provide information to those who do not have a need 
to know. 

• Volunteer – An individual may choose to sell out their country or organization because of motivators such as greed, disgruntlement, divided loyalties, or 
ideological reasons. 

• Unwitting - An individual may unwittingly give away information through poor security procedures or clever elicitation collection techniques. 



Recruitment methodologies
Indicators of recruitment include, but are not limited to:

• Unreported requests for *critical assets outside official channels.

• Unreported or frequent foreign travel. 

• Suspicious foreign contacts. 

• Contact with an individual who is known to be, or is suspected of being
associated with foreign intelligence, security, or terrorism.

• Unreported offer of financial assistance, gifts, or favors from a foreign 
national or stranger. 

*Critical assets are assets essential to an organization’s mission or to national 
security that, if exploited, could result in serious harm. They include 
classified information, proprietary information, intellectual property, trade 
secrets, and personnel security. 



Insider threat indicators
There are several indicators that could point to someone being an insider threat. 

• Removes company third party information.

• Disregards company computer policies.

• Unnecessarily copies protected material. 

• Unreported foreign contacts.

• Short trips to foreign countries for unexplained or strange reasons. 

• Seeks information not required for job duties.

• Suspicious personal contacts.

• Unexplained affluence. 

• Works odd hours without need.

• Inappropriately seeks or obtains proprietary or classified information on 
subjects not related to their job duties.



Counterintelligence and awareness
Actions you can take to reduce or mitigate the risk of threats: 

• Know and practice good operations security at work, at home, and while on travel. 

• Refrain from discussing business in public places.

• Be alert to overly inquisitive people asking about the type of work you do, business information, or your personal life.

• Protect and secure your Vertex badge. 

• Use secure communications. 

• Do not send sensitive or classified  information via unclassified email or fax. 

• Use secure telephones when discussing sensitive or classified information.

• Use proper destruction methods for sensitive or classified information.

• Only share classified information with individuals with the appropriate security clearance or need-to-know. 

• Never provide anyone with more information than is necessary to accomplish your objectives.  

• Be aware of suspicious activities and behaviors and report them to your Facility Security Officer (FSO). 



Employee reporting requirements
All cleared individuals have the obligation to report the following information to their local security office: 

• Security violations/vulnerabilities.

• Suspicious contacts by anyone attempting to solicit information from you regarding sensitive projects on which are working, or other information relative
to government contracts, proprietary, or competition sensitive information.

• Changes in personal status, such as a change in name, marital status, citizenship, or job assignment that results in access to classified information no longer 
being required. 

• Insider threat, espionage, sabotage, and subversive activities.

• Adverse information.



Adverse information
Adverse information is any information that adversely reflects on an individual’s integrity, character, or reliability of a cleared individual. 

It suggests the individual’s ability to safeguard classified information may be impaired or indicates the individual’s access to classified information may not be in 
the best interest of national security. 

Vertex managers, supervisors, and employees have the responsibility of reporting to the local security office, and adverse information that may come to their 
attention concerning a cleared or formerly cleared employee, or someone in the process of being cleared. 

Some examples of adverse information include the following: 

• Questions regarding allegiance to the United States.
• Potential foreign influence.
• Financial problems.
• Affluence (wealth) beyond known sources of income.
• Accusive alcohol consumption or drug abuse.
• Emotional, mental, or personality disorders.
• Criminal conduct.
• Misuse of information technology systems.
• Security violations and deviations.

All reports are treated with the utmost discretion and privacy. 



Reporting requirements
Unfortunately, insider threats often go unreported until it’s too late. In most past cases, relevant information was available, yet went unreported. Insider 
threats weaken the US  military’s battlefield advantage and jeopardize our warfighters. they increase our vulnerability to fraud, terrorist activity, and cyber 
attacks. An insider could cost your company its business and you your job. 

For cleared defense contractors, failing to report may result in loss of employment and security clearance. Individuals may be subject to criminal charges. 

Employees must report potential threats to their Facility Security Officer.



Understanding need-to-know
It is established when an individual has the requirement for access in order to perform an essential task or service to fulfill a classified contract or program. 
Access to classified information requires an appropriate security level clearance and “need-to-know.” 

• Possessing a clearance or working on the same project does not automatically grant individuals need-to-know. 

• This principle also applies to information systems. 



Protecting classified information
As a Vertex employee, you have the responsibility to protect classified information from exposure to unauthorized persons. Whether you are viewing, 
transporting, or working with classified information, there are measures you should take to ensure its security. 

• Possessing a clearance or working on the same project does not automatically grant individuals need-to-know. 

• This principle also applies to information systems. 



Safeguarding classified information
There are simple steps you can take to safeguard classified information: 

• Always protect the information you are using from unauthorized exposure 
or release.

• Secure all classified information in a GSA-approved security container
when not in use.

• Verify the security clearance and need-to-know of any employee or visitor 
who is unknown to you before releasing or disclosing classified information. 

• Do not take classified information/material home, to a hotel, or any other 
uncleared location. 

• Do not discuss classified information in unauthorized open or public areas, 
such as reception areas, cafeterias, hallways, restrooms, etc. 

• Memorize the combination of the lock to your safe or closed area. If written/
recoded on any medium, it becomes classified material, which must be properly 
marked and stored as classified. 



Document control
When managing any classified materials, keep the following requirements in mind: 

• Process classified material to be processed out of the facility
through the local security office document control section. 

• Receive approval to hand-carry classified material through your 
local security office, and contact document control for proper 
wrapping. 

• Reproduce classified material only on equipment that has been
specifically approved. 

• Contact document control to obtain new accountability numbers
when generating or reproducing accountable classified material. 



Working papers
Working papers containing classified information shall be marked on the face of the first page with the following: 

• Date of creation.

• Highest classification, to include caveats, if applicable.

• Annotate as “WORKING PAPER” on the cover of the first page. 

• The overall classification will be marked on all interior pages

• Marked in the same manner as the finished document and 
brought into accountability when retained for more tham 180 days 
from date of origin (for Confidential and Secret) or released by 
the originator outside the facility. 

Working paper coversheets, Form 10-3728, or 10-3729 may be used, but
it does not eliminate the requirements to mark the document IAW
these guidelines. 



Export control
Export-controlled material must be protected as sensitive information and marked accordingly to maintain US national security interests. It cannot be disclosed 
to or accessed by foreign nationals, or representatives of a foreign entity. 

• US persons employed by foreign entities are treated as foreign 
representatives themselves for the purpose of export compliance. 

• Approval or license for export-controlled information must be 
obtained from the Department of State for items controlled by the
International Traffic in Arms (ITAR) or from the Department of 
Commerce for items controlled by the Export Administration 
Regulations (EAR).

• An export authorization is required to share export-controlled 
data with a non-US person. If an employee suspects one is not 
in place, contact the EXIM POC.  

• Per ITAR regulations, technical data in any form that pertains to 
the US munitions list (a list of defense-related articles or services) 
is “export-controlled.” 



Retention
Following contract closure/termination, the loss of a proposal, or non-bid decision, Vertex must request retention authority from the customer in order to 
retain the classified material associated with the effort. It is very important for you to respond to any notification that directs you to either request retention or 
destroy classified material in your custody.  

Unclassified example for training purposes only



Foreign visit hosts responsibilities
Prior to arrival of the visitor, you must: 

• Obtain approval from EXIM via BreezN before permitting a non-US visitor access to the facility. 

• Brief all personnel who will meet with or escort the visitors on any restrictions or limitations on information/technology that can be released to them, and 
on potential intelligence-gathering techniques. 

• Ensure that the non-US person will have no opportunity to access information/technology not specifically approved for the visit by sanitizing the area(s) to 
be visited. 

• Ensure that the non-US persons will be escorted at all times by no fewer than one escort per five visitors. 

• Be sure to follow the facility’s policy and procedures when preparing for a visitor. 

Vertex and its employees are a target for espionage by both hostile and friendly nations. 

Unclassified example for training purposes only



Security precautions for cell phones and wireless devices
There are inherent risks in allowing cell phones, tablets, two-way transmitters, Bluetooth, or smartwatch technology, such as Apple Watch, Fitbit, and fitness 
trackers into any area where classified discussions or processing is conducted.

Safeguarding US government classified, and Vertex proprietary requires that we mitigate risks associated with wireless devices in areas with classified and/or 
sensitive information and/or where classified and/or sensitive discussions could be heard. 

Be aware of classified and sensitive discussions in your vicinity and be vigilant in preventing such information from becoming transmitted over unsecured 
communication devices. 

Check your local security policy to see which devices are 
prohibited from your facility or certain areas within your facility. 



Information Systems (IS) security
Only Information Systems (IS) that have been assessed and authorized may be used to process classified information. Prior to gaining access to a classified IS, 
users must receive the Classified Information System User briefing.

As a user of a classified IS, you must know: 

• The programs (contracts) authorized for processing.

• The highest level of classified information that can be processed. 

• Hard copies and media handling and marking procedures. 

• The required notifications to be made prior to any hardware, 
software, location, or security-relevant configuration changes. 

If you inadvertently process classified information on an unclassified system
notify your local security office immediately. 



Release of hardware
Formerly classified equipment that is released as unclassified outside the facility MUST be sanitized in accordance with approved procedures outlined in the 
security plan. Individuals performing the action must be technically competent to perform the required sanitization procedure. 

Required IS logs/forms must be completed and signed by authorized persons involved in the removal of the equipment. All individuals who perform the action 
and sign the form are accountable for ensuing no classified material is released. 



Emergency procedures
Life safety is first! Use your best judgment. If time permits, secure classified material in an appropriate container. Engage the spin dial to the container and or 
closed/area.
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As a cleared defense contractor 
The Vertex Company has been 
granted clearance by the DoD to 
access, receive, or store 
classified information for the 
purpose of bidding for a contact 
or conducting activities in 
support of active contracts. 

Refer to company 
policy VTX.SE.R.007 for 
additional information 
on company issued 
badges. 

DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS FOR 
SECURITY VIOLATIONS 

The Company has a 
graduated disciplinary 
process in accordance 
with Section 1-304 of 
the NISPOM and ISL 
2016-02. 

This guideline applies 
to all security 
violations and 
infractions. 

Please refer to 
Company policy 
VTX.HR.P. 725 "Vertex 
Standards of Conduct 
and Work Rules" for 
further information. 
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Mission 
The mission of The Vertex Company Security Services is to provide protection 
to company personnel and prevent the compromise of national security 
and company proprietary information and equipment at all company 
locations in order to deliver an uncompromised product to our customers 
and defense partners. 

Individual Responsibility 
As an employee of The Vertex Company you are responsible for the following: 

Becoming familiar with local security regulations pertaining to 
your assigned duties. 

Notifying local security personnel of any events and/or 
circumstances which affect the safety or security of you or your 
colleagues. 

Physical Security 
The Vertex Company facilities use a myriad of physical 
security countermeasures which include but are not limited to: 

Barriers and/or fencing 
Intrusion detection systems 
Closed circuit television 
24/7 Guard Force 

Company Badge Requirement 
As a vital part of our physical security program every person in Vertex 
facilities are required to wear a company issued badge at least waist high 
and visible at all times. 

Purpose 
To differentiate between visitors and employees 
U.S. Citizen or Foreign Visitor 
Escorted or un-escorted access 
Minimize unauthorized access 
Accountability of all personnel on-site 

Badge and Access Control 
Your Company issued badge is also your electronic key to enter Vertex 
facilities and other secured areas within facilities as needed. You are 
required to "swipe" for access at all entry and exit points requiring you to 
do so. 

Remember: All temporary and visitor badges must be returned to 
security personnel daily prior to departure. Report all lost, stolen or 
misplaced badges to security personnel immediately 

Prohibited and Controlled Items 
Prohibited 

Alcohol/drugs 
Explosives 
Weapons 
Ammunition 
Fireworks 

Controlled 
Cell phones 
Personal laptops 
Recording equipment 
Controlled substances 
RF Transmitting equipment 

This list is by no means exhaustive. For questions or concerns on what 
is prohibited in Vertex facilities, contact Security Services. 

http://lsweb/PP/Shared%20Documents/Standards%20of%20Conduct%20and%20Work%20Rules.docx?csf=1


Facility Visitors 
All Vertex Corporate locations have stringent rules for personnel 
visiting the facilities. Security Services uses an electronic visitor 
management process for the vetting of all persons into each facility. 
This includes short and long term visitors, as well as foreign nationals. 
Escorting Requirements 
Some visitors may require an escort while in Vertex facilities. If you 
are ever unsure if a visitor requires an escort, contact Security 
Services for clarification. 
Escorting requires you to be within line-of-sight of the individual at all 
times. In the event that you must leave the visitor for any reason, 
escort duties are required to be passed off to another employee. 
Failure to follow your escorting requirements could result in a possible 
compromise of sensitive information. If you have any issues during 
escorting or observe suspicious behavior by a visitor, contact Security 
Services immediately. 

Foreign Visits 
Due to the nature of our operations, and security compliance 
requirements, there are additional vetting requirements for foreign 
national visitors or U.S. citizens representing foreign interests. 
Technology Control Plans (TCP) 
Technology control plans are established in accordance with Corporate 
Policy VTX.EI.P.002 "Export-Import Controls and Compliance" and 
define the requirements to control access to technical information by 
Foreign Nationals. 
TCPs help ensure that controlled material will not be accessed by 
unauthorized persons and may outline the following: 

If personal electronics are permitted during a visit 
What information the visitors are allowed access to 
What areas of the facility the visitors are prohibited from 
entering. 

Suspicious Contact 
Suspicious contact during a foreign visit can occur at any time. The 
visitors' sponsors and other Vertex employees should be aware of the 
following indicators and countermeasures: 
Indicators 

Request for information outside the scope of what was 
approved for discussion 
Hidden agendas associated with the purpose of the visit 
Wandering visitors 
New visitors added to group unexpectedly 

Countermeasures 
Contractors coordinate with DCSA prior to visit 
Brief hosts and escorts on approved procedures in advance 
Escort visitors at all times 
Ensure portable electronic devices (if prohibited) are not 
introduced to the facility 

VISITOR REQUEST PROCESS WITH 
ENHANCED COVID-19 PROTOCOLS 

1. Sponsor submits a 
Visitor Request to the 
Senior Leader of their 
organization with details 
and justification for the 
in-person meeting. 

2. If approved, the Senior 
Leader's approval will be 
forwarded via email to 
the Vertex Corporate 
FSO. 

3. The FSO will deliver the 
Enhanced Screening 
Survey to the visitors via 
email. 

4. An assigned HRBP or 
EHS professional will 
review the returned 
survey for approval. 

5. The Vertex Corporate 
FSO will notify the 
sponsor and visitors of 
the approval decision. 

6. If approved, upon arrival 
visitors must check in 
with the site's designated 
POC. 

7. During check in, visitors 
will be screened and 
given further 
instructions prior to 
gaining access to the site. 

8. Prior to departure, the 
site's designated POC will 
remind the visitors to 
notify them if they 
develop COVID-19 
symptoms within 14 days 
of the visit. 

http://lsweb/PP/Shared%20Documents/Export-Import%20Controls%20%26%20Compliance.docx?csf=1
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Foreign Intelligence & Threat Awareness 
The defense industry reporting continues to reflect increasing trends of foreign collection activity involving 
proprietary strategic management information, to include bid proposals, price structuring, business processes, 
and marketing plans. With the reputation as one of the United States' top DoD contractors, the profile of Vertex 
Aerospace is heightened and well known. 

Due to the increased threat of foreign intelligence collection, employees should report the following the their 
FSO immediately: 

Any foreign requests for U.S. defense and/or technical documents, papers, manuals, or related 
information even if this information is not calssified or sensitive. 
Any proposals for joint ventures 
Requests by an individual (regardless of nationality) for illegal or unauthorized access to U.S. 
Government classified, proprietary or otherwise sensitive information. 

The Ongoing Threat 

Methods include assessment, elicitation, eavesdropping, technical eavesdropping, bag operations, 
surveillance, theft of information, intercepting electronic communications, and phishing via e-mail and 
telephone. 

5 General Categories of Information Collection Methodologies: 

1. Human Intelligence (HUMINT) uses people to gather information. This may include visits to facilities,
unsolicited reqeusts for information, seeking employment, and targeting at seminars, conventions and
exhibits.

2. Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) involves the collection of electronic signals (phone calls, e-mails, etc.)
3. Imagery Intelligence (IMINT) uses all variants of images to collect information.
4. Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) gathers information that is legally and publicly available, including

information from the news media and Internet. 90% of intelligence is gathered using this method.
5. Measures and Signatures Intelligence is technically derived intelligence that uses the unique

characteristics of fixed and dynamic target sources.

Counter Intelligence (Cl) I Defensive Security 
A proactive discipline that deters and detects attempts by a foreign government, agent or competitor from 
illicitly acquiring national security related information or technology. Its mission is to protect classified or 
proprietary technology from Compromise. 

Know what you are protecting: The Asset 

An asset to the U.S. Government is any person, facility, material, information, or activity, which has a 
positive value to the U.S. Government or a company. 
Suspicious contacts include, but are not limited to, any efforts to gain illegal or unauthorized access to 
classified information 
Cleared defense contractors must submit suspicious contact reports (SCRs) to their Industrial Security 
Representatives (ISRs) 

Request for Information 

Indicators: 

Sends request using foreign address 
Assures that export license are not 
required 
Fails to identify end user 
Identifies employer as foreign government 

Countermeasures: 

View unsolicited requests with suspicion 
Respond only to known individuals 

SUBMIT A SUSPICIOUS CONTACT REPORT (SCR) HERE 

https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUMTFOM1k0UUY4QkhTVlZHU0pKU0dQQklFOSQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUMTFOM1k0UUY4QkhTVlZHU0pKU0dQQklFOSQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUMTFOM1k0UUY4QkhTVlZHU0pKU0dQQklFOSQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUMTFOM1k0UUY4QkhTVlZHU0pKU0dQQklFOSQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUMTFOM1k0UUY4QkhTVlZHU0pKU0dQQklFOSQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUMTFOM1k0UUY4QkhTVlZHU0pKU0dQQklFOSQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUMTFOM1k0UUY4QkhTVlZHU0pKU0dQQklFOSQlQCN0PWcu


Foreign Travel 
International travel is advantageous for business and often enjoyed by 
employees. However, it is important to remember that travel abroad often 
increases many of the risks we've already discussed. Some mitigation 
measures to those risks include: 

Only travel with company electronic devices if it is necessary 
Keep a low profile; avoid advertising employee status. 
Refrain from using hotel business centers 
Disable Wi-Fi and avoid public Wi-Fi networks wherever possible 
Never Leave sensitive data unattended; hotel safes are not secure. 
Understand you have NO expectation of privacy while abroad! 

Before You Go 
All unofficial foreign travel (unrelated to official government business) 
should be reported at least 30 days prior to traveling. Foreign travel must 
be reported prior to the trip, excluding Mexico or Canada, which can be 
reported within five days of return. 
Things to Remember: 

Employees must submit an itinerary and receive approval prior to 
travel. The Company's current process for officials travel meets this 
requirement, however personal travel must be reported to, and 
approved by Security Services for cleared employees. 
Unanticipated border crossings are discouraged, and you are 
required to report all deviations from your approved itinerary 
within five business days of return. 
You must receive a defensive security awareness or 
counterintelligence briefing prior to any travel (official or 
unofficial). 

Actions on Return from Foreign Travel 
Upon completion of foreign travel, all employees must complete the 
electronic Counterintelligence Debriefing form Foreign Travel 
Questionnaire. This should be completed within five (5) business days of 
returning stateside. 

Operations Security 
Security programs and procedures already exist to protect classified 
information. However, the compilation of unclassified information could 
lead to an adversary's ability to collect, process, analyze, and misuse that 
information. 
OPSEC is a systematic and proved process to deny potential adversaries 
information about capabilities and intentions by identifying, controlling, 
and protecting generally unclassified information concerning the planning 
and execution of sensitive activities. 
The OPSEC process involves five steps: identifying critical information, 
analysis of threats, analysis of vulnerabilities, assessment of risks, and 
application of appropriate countermeasures. 
As a Vertex employee, you play a key role in protecting sensitive 
information regarding company and customer operations in practicing 
good OPSEC principles which include but are not limited to: 

Not posting or sending sensitive information over the web 
Guarding against calls to obtain sensitive information 
Not discussing sensitive information in public, or over the phone 
Watching for and reporting suspicious activity 
Always practicing "need to know" in the release of information 

REMEMBER: ALL FOREIGN TRAVEL 
MUST BE REPORTED! 

COUNTRY AND REGION SPECIFIC 
TRAVEL INFORMATION CAN BE 
FOUND ON TRAVEL.STATE.GOV 

Operation Purple Dragon 
The first official OPSEC program 
launched during the Vietnam War in 
1966 Operation: Purple Dragon. National 
Leadership became concerned that 
there was a security breach since U.S. 
B-52 bombers were being shot down at a 
very high rate. It was apparent that the 
North Vietnamese had been gaining 
prior knowledge of bombing times and 
locations. Thus, Operation Purple 
Dragon was born. 

https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRCQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRCQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRCQlQCN0PWcu
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5CfpduqapQj_3xxCZGndvZsbpYOzpUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRCQlQCN0PWcu


010 YOU KNOW?' 
You are personally liable for 
unauthorized release of 
classified information. 

Penalties could be, but are 
not limited to: 

0 Loss of monetary gains 
made from improper 
disclosure 

0 Revocation of your 
Security Clearance 

° Criminal prosecution 

RE-INVESTIGATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

Depending upon the level of 
access required, individuals 
holding security clearances 
are subject to periodic 
re-investigations (PR) at a 
minimum of every 5 years 
for Top Secret, ten years for 
Secret, and fifteen years for 
Confidential. 

The Continuous Evaluation 
(CE) program is an ongoing 
screening process to review 
the background of an 
individual who is assigned to 
a sensitive position or has 
access to classified 
information or material. It 
exists to ensure that the 
individual should continue to 
retain a security clearance or 
the assignment of sensitive 
duties. 
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Personnel Security 
The objective of the personnel security program is to make a reasonable 
determination that individuals granted access to classified information or 
assigned to sensitive positions are and will remain loyal, trustworthy, and 
reliable. 
Your Investigation and Clearance 
An employee's position sensitivity and/or duties will determine their level 
of clearance or access. Maintenance of your clearance is ultimately your 
responsibility. You must ensure that you're reinvestigated at the 
appropriate intervals so that your clearance remains in good standing. 

SF-312 Nondisclosure Disagreement (for cleared employees) 

What did you Sign? 

The NDA is a legally binding contract that informs individuals of their 
responsibilities to protect national security information, identifies the 
consequences of any unauthorized disclosure, and indicates the 
individual's understanding and agreement to the terms outlined in 
the document. 

Who must sign the SF-312? 

In accordance with E.O. 12968 and 13526. all persons with authorized 
access to classified information are required to sign an approved 
NDA. 

Clearance Request Process 

If an employee requires access to classified information in the performance 
of his or her duties. a clearance request must be submitted on their behalf 
by a manager/supervisor. The process is outlined below: 

1. An electronic clearance request form is completed by the
employee's supervisor.

2. The clearance request is approved or disapproved by Security
Services.

3. If approved, Security Services initiates a clearance request for the
employee.

4. An email notification will be sent to the employee outlining their next
steps to complete an online application, and the electronic
fingerprinting process.

5. Once all steps outlined within the aforementioned email
correspondence have been completed, the submitted application will
be reviewed for completeness by Security Services.

6. If the application has been completed satisfactorily, it will then be
submitted to the Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency
(DCSA) Vetting Risk Operations (VRO) branch for approval.

7. If approved by DCSA/VROC, the investigation request will be
forwarded to an Investigation Service Provider (ISP) to complete the
background investigation.

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/1995/08/07/95-19654/access-to-classified-information
https://www.archives.gov/isoo/policy-documents/cnsi-eo.html
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqa4oiCZSOgpGtIV0rOmO7LhUNDFZQzI0MThLR0tUR0YwV0xHMjJZNEw5Ti4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqa4oiCZSOgpGtIV0rOmO7LhUNDFZQzI0MThLR0tUR0YwV0xHMjJZNEw5Ti4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqa4oiCZSOgpGtIV0rOmO7LhUNDFZQzI0MThLR0tUR0YwV0xHMjJZNEw5Ti4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqa4oiCZSOgpGtIV0rOmO7LhUNDFZQzI0MThLR0tUR0YwV0xHMjJZNEw5Ti4u


Your Reporting Requirements 
As a cleared employee, you have a legal obligation to report certain events, not only about yourself but also about 
your coworkers. Reportable events include: 

Loss, compromise or suspected compromise of classified information. 
Known or suspected security violations involving classified data. 
Changes in personal status such as: name change, marriage, divorce, cohabitation, citizenship, or when an 
employee no longer has a requirement for a security clearance or access. 
Suspicious contacts, to include co-workers, friends, family members, and strangers 
All foreign contacts outside of a business relationship 
All foreign travel, both personal and official 

You are also required to report information of an adverse nature. Adverse information includes: 
Arrest or detention by any law enforcement agency. 
Tickets and fines exceeding $300. 
Unfavorable financial situations such as bankruptcy, garnishment of wages, and excessive indebtedness 
Unexplained affluence, anything from outside your personal financial (401K, home equity) or income 
channels such as family monetary gifts, inheritance or winnings which exceed $10,000. 
Substance abuse issues (alcohol, prescription drugs, or illegal narcotics) 
Treatment and counseling for mental or emotional disorders- excluding grief, family or marital 
counseling and treatment related to adjusting from military service, unless medication has been 
prescribed. 
Other matters that could have an adverse impact on your ability to safeguard classified or proprietary 
material. 

Information Security 
The Information Security Program is a system of policies, procedures, and requirements established to protect 
classified, unclassified, and proprietary information that, if subjected to unauthorized disclosure, could 
reasonably be expected to cause damage to National Security or have negative impacts on a company and/or its 
employees. 

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 
Information which can be used to distinguish or trace 
an individuals identity. Alone, or when combined with 
other personal or identifying information which is 
linked or link-able to a specific individual. PII could 
include the following: 

Protected Health Information (PHI) 
Individually identifiable health information that is a 
subset of health information, whether oral or 
recorded in any form or medium. PHI could include 
but is not limited to the following: 

Name 
Social Security Number 
Passport Number 
Address Information 
Financial Account or Credit Card Numbers 

Includes all PII 
Patient Name 
Medical Record Numbers 
Health Plan Beneficiary Numbers created or 
received by a health care provider 
Health device identifiers and serial numbers 

PII information should only be transmitted outside the company network when it is encrypted to 256 bit 
AES encryption with a strong password (15 characters). Passwords should never be included in the body 
of a transmission along with the encrypted information. 

Controlled Unclassifed Information (CUI) 
Controlled Unclassified Information is information that 
requires safeguarding or dissemination controls pursuant to 
and consistent with applicable law, regulations, and 
government-wide policies but is not classified under EO 13526 
or the Atomic Energy Act, as amended. 
Please refer to company policy VTX.IT.P.010 for all CUI 
information regarding training requirements, marking and 
safeguarding, dissemination, misuse, and reporting 
unauthorized disclosures. 

l!I CONTROLLED 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFORMATION 

http://lsweb/PP/Shared%20Documents/Controlled%20Unclassified%20Information%20Policy.docx?csf=1


Classified Information 
Classified information is information requmng protection against 
unauthorized disclosure in the interest of national defense and security or 
foreign relations of the United States pursuant to Federal statute or Executive 
order. The term includes Restricted Data, Formerly Restricted Data, and 
National Security Information. The potential damage to the national security of 
each is denoted by the classification levels Confidential, Secret, or Top Secret. 
1. Confidential 
Shall be applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which 
reasonably could be expected to cause damage to national security. 
2. Secret 
Shall be applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which 
reasonably could be expected to cause serious damage to national security. 
3. Top Secret 
Shall be applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which 
reasonably could be expected to cause exceptionally grave damage to national 
security. 

Access Requirements 
Classified material requires the person handling or given knowledge of the 
information, possess the required clearance or access for that information and 
a valid need-to-know. 
When classified material is generated, it carries one of the following 
designations: 

1. Originally Classified- material classified by a government official 
or so designated in writing as an Original Classification Authority 
(OCA) by the President of the United States. 
2. Derivatively Classified- material subsequently derived by a 
source document(s) or fro guidance provide by a security 
classification guide or DD-254 (contract security specification). 

All employees are responsible for reviewing the security classification guides and directives associated with 
their specific programs. If you are unsure how to interpret the classification guide, consult your supervisor or 
manager. It is your responsibility as an employee to determine appropriate classification and proper marking 
of classified documents. 
Safeguarding Classified Material 
Always maintain direct control of classified information. Only provide access to classified material to those with 
appropriate clearance and need-to-know. 
During emergency evacuations secure material in approved containers. If you are unable to do so, notify 
Security Services when you exit the area. 
Handling of combinations to classified storage containers are classified at the same level as the storage 
authority. You must protect and mark them accordingly when written. Combinations must be changed when 
one of the following occurs: 

• When first installed or used 
• When there is a possible compromise 
• When an individual who has the combination no longer requires access 
• At other designated times as defined by Security Services 

Review your classified holdings annually, retain for only as long as needed, and properly dispose of classified 
material when no longer required. 
Possessing a security clearance is not adequate justification for accessing classified information. Understand 
that classified information reported in the press or available on the Internet is still classified. Never confirm, 
deny, or comment on classified information. 
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Classified Information (Continued) 
Security Classification Markings 
Security markings must be applied as a document is prepared and all 
documents and media must be marked appropriately. It is the generator's 
responsibility to classify program material in accordance with the applicable 
Security Classification Guide (SCG). 
Transmission/Transportation 
Because protecting classified information from improper disclosure is as 
critical, there are specific policies and procedures governing how it can be 
transmitted or transported. These procedures apply to all phases of the 
transfer process, from the point of origin to the final destination. 
Transmission/transportation of classified materials is appropriate when: 

The sender has the authority to share the material. 
The receiver has a legitimate need to know, clearance or access level, 
and appropriate secure storage for the level of material. 

Here are some ways to ensure the receiver's ability to protect the classified 
information: 

To determine the storage capability at a U.S. government facility, 
contact the appropriate security official in advance. 
To determine the facility clearance and storage capability of a 
contractor facility: 

■ Review contractor data in the National Industrial Security
System (NISS)

■ Contact the DCSA Field Office that oversees the recipient
facility

■ Contact the recipient's Facility Security Officer (FSO) or
security staff for large shipments

Disposal and Destruction 
The object of any destruction method for classified material is to destroy the 
material so that recovery of classified information from the residue will be 
impossible. Equipment and procedures used for destroying classified 
materials shall be in accordance with the applicable references. 

Additional information regarding marking, safeguarding, 
and disposition of classified information is located in 
Company policy VTX.SE.R.014 "Safeguarding and Protecting 
Classified Information". 

Communications Security (COMSEC) 
Classified conversations should only be discussed through secure channels. 
Verify with Security Services or your component security POC to determine 
appropriate means for classified discussions at your facility. Ensure that: 

You do not discuss classified or program sensitive information on an 
unsecured telephone or in the vicinity of someone using a telephone 
whether it's secure or not. 
Do not talk around classified or sensitive information. All discussions 
should be conducted utilizing secure means. 
You verify the identity of the person on the other end before 
discussing classified information. 
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Insider Threat Awareness 
"Insider Threat" is the term used for the potential harm posed when an individual intentionally or unwittingly 
uses or exceeds access to negatively affect information or systems, or compromises our government customers' 
mission. 

Insiders committing illegal acts and unauthorized disclosure can negatively affect national security and industry 
in numerous ways. These acts can result in: 

Loss of the U.S. technological advantage 
Compromise of classified, export-controlled, or proprietary information 
Economic loss 
Physical harm or loss of life 

These types of threats from trusted insiders are not new, the increasing numbers of those with access to date and 
the ease with which information can be transmitted or stored can make illegal access and compromise easier. A 
recent DCSA report on insider threats cited that in the 11 most recent cases, 90% used computers while 
conducting espionage and two-thirds initiated the contact via the Internet. 

Look For and Report Indicators of Possible Insider Threats 

We must all be on alert for behaviors that might be indicators of an insider threat. Knowing the safeguards that 
must be applied to handling company and customer information, report behaviors such as 

Mishandling or misusing company or customer information 
Removing company or customer information from premises for unauthorized, personal, or unknown 
reasons. 
Copying company or classified information unnecessarily 
Engaging in classified conversations without a need-to-know 
Establishing unauthorized means of access to company or customer information systems 
Seeking access to company proprietary, sensitive, or classified information on subjects not related to job 
duties 

Other behaviors that might indicate a possible insider threat include: 

Unreported foreign contacts or overseas travel 
Sudden reversal of financial situation or repayment of large debts or loans (unexplained affluence) 

If you observe any of these behaviors by an individual, report the activity to your superiors, or Security 
Services. While not all suspicious behaviors or circumstances represent a threat, each situation must be 
examined along with information from other resources to determine whether or not there is a risk. 
Observing even a single activity and not reporting it can increase the potential damage that can be done. 



Workplace Violence Response Plan 
Reporting Workplace Violence 
Workplace violence is defined as violent acts occurring at the workplace or originating with 
employees/employers that threaten employees or other persons. Any threatening act, whether written, spoken, 
or perceived must be immediately reported to your local security POC. If imminent danger exists, local law 
enforcement must be informed as soon as possible. 
All employees should familiarize themselves with their local facilities including public access locations and 
secondary exits/entryways so they may exit the facility safely in an emergency situation. 
All Call Message 
Once a critical workplace violence incident is identified, it is the responsibility of the site security POC and/or 
leadership team member to initiate an "all-call" message detailing what is known about a potential or in-process 
workplace violence incident. 
All call messages could include email, intercom, telephone, and text notifications to all site employees. 
The message should include information on the specific incident, location, and involved persons so employees 
can decide how to best avoid the threat area. 

Run. Hide. Fight. 
In the event of a workplace violence event, there are three things you can do in order to ensure your safety. 

1. RUN. Employees should always try to get away or escape from the perpetrator as the first and most 
effective way of achieving safety. Running should always be your first decision. 

2. If running will not work, then HIDE. Hiding can mean being out of sight under your desk or moving to an 
office and locking (and barricading) doors. 

3. If running and hiding can not be accomplished, then FIGHT. as a last resort, if your life is in danger, 
fight back. 

After hostilities or imminent threat cease, employees may not re-enter any part of the facility without the 
expressed approval of the senior Human Resources manager on site and then, only after Law Enforcement 
personnel have released control of the facility back to the company. 

Smart Notice Mass Notification System 
Smart Notice is a mass notification system designed to deliver 
important information regarding emergencies as they affect 
company personnel and operations. 
As part of Vertex's business continuity plan, all employees, 
contractors, and long term visitors who reside within Vertex 
facilities are required to enroll. 
To complete the enrollment process and to update information 
within the Smart Notice system, personnel may do so via 
Vertex's contact group enrollment portal located at the 
following link: Smart Notice Enrollment Form 

~Smart Notice· 
CONTACT GROUP ENROLLMENT 

Access your account to manage notification preferences through the SmartNotice system. 

Login 

What is your email address? 

My email address is: ----~ 
Do you have a password? 

@ Yes, I have a password: 

0 No, I am new. 

&cg.Qt_~ 

<l)ONSOLVE. 

https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqa4oiCZSOgpGtIV0rOmO7LhUODlVOTNQWkpCRDRITEFaNDZVWThLRVM2MC4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqa4oiCZSOgpGtIV0rOmO7LhUODlVOTNQWkpCRDRITEFaNDZVWThLRVM2MC4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqa4oiCZSOgpGtIV0rOmO7LhUODlVOTNQWkpCRDRITEFaNDZVWThLRVM2MC4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqa4oiCZSOgpGtIV0rOmO7LhUODlVOTNQWkpCRDRITEFaNDZVWThLRVM2MC4u
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Before You Go!
All unofficial foreign travel (unrelated to official government business) 
should be reported at least 30 days prior to traveling. Foreign travel 
must be reported before the trip, excluding Mexico or Canada, which 
can be reported within five days of return. 

Things to Remember: 

- Individuals must submit an itinerary and receive advance 
approval prior to travel. The Company's current process for 
official travel meets this requirement, however personal 
travel must be reported to, and approved by Security 
Services.

- Exceptions to the requirement to submit an itinerary and 
receive prior approval: Travel to Puerto Rico. Guam or 
other U.S. possessions and territories is not considered 
foreign travel and need not be reported. 

- Unanticipated border crossings are discouraged, and You 
are required to report all deviations from your approved 
itinerary within five business days of return.

- You must receive a defensive security awareness or 
counterintelligence briefing prior to any travel (official or 
unofficial). This briefing meets that requirement. 

Actions on Return from Foreign Travel
Upon completion of foreign travel, all employees must complete the 
electronic Counterintelligence Debriefing for Foreign Travel 
Questionnaire within five (5) business days of returning stateside, 
and submit to Company Security Services.

https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqd_rPI2L4HNJjB8gV5LNtfRUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRC4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqd_rPI2L4HNJjB8gV5LNtfRUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRC4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqd_rPI2L4HNJjB8gV5LNtfRUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRC4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqd_rPI2L4HNJjB8gV5LNtfRUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRC4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqd_rPI2L4HNJjB8gV5LNtfRUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRC4u
https://forms.osi.office365.us/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=rY_rCE5BUEeVWy5Cfpduqd_rPI2L4HNJjB8gV5LNtfRUQjNCVUFZMlRTWEw3NkwyTEFZVVA4UzRVRC4u


Vulnerability Awareness
W hen traveling abroad, you must  know  how  to protect  
yourself and safeguard your belongings.

In this sect ion, you will learn about : 

- How  you may be a target
- Cr ime target ing foreign travelers
- Foreign arrest  and detent ion
- Industr ial espionage tact ics

How You May Be a Target: What you Know
You may possess or  have access to informat ion that  is highly 
sought  after  by foreign ent it ies, including:

- Fr iendly Informat ion
- Research, development , test ing, and evaluat ion
- Program milestones and specif icat ions
- System capabilit ies

Foreign ent it ies also target  informat ion related to your 
organizat ion's personnel, secur it y, and operat ions.



Counter intel ligence
Informat ion gathered and act ivit ies 
conducted to ident ify, deceive, exploit , 
d isrupt , or  protect  against :

- Espionage
- Sabotage
- Assassinat ions

Conducted by, for, or  on behalf of:

- Foreign Powers
- Foreign commercial 

organizat ions
- Internat ional terror ist  

organizat ions



Foreign travel  increases the risk  

of  foreign intel l igence 

targeting.  Counter intel ligence

CI Awareness &  
Foreign Travel

Informat ion gathered and act ivit ies 
conducted to ident ify, deceive, exploit , 
d isrupt , or  protect  against :

- Espionage
- Sabotage
- Assassinat ions

Conducted by, for, or  on behalf of:

- Foreign Powers
- Foreign commercial 

organizat ions
- Internat ional terror ist  

organizat ions

Identifying 
Suspicious Contacts
Examples of suspicious 
contacts include, but  are not  
lim ited to:

- Requests for  protected 
informat ion 

- Attempts to ent ice 
personnel into 
situat ions that  could 
lead to b lackmail or  
extor t ion

- Attempts of foreign 
customers to gain 
access to hardware 
and informat ion that  
exceed the lim its of 
export  licenses

- Attempts to br ibe 
personnel through 
favors, g ift s, or  money

Collect ion techniques include, 
but  are not  lim ited to:

- Bugged hotel rooms
- Intercepts of email
- Tracking act ivit y
- Recording 

conversat ions
- Unauthor ized access 

to or  theft  of 
electronic devices

- Intrusion into or  
search of hotel rooms

- Enhanced customs 
interviews

I f  i t  doesn't seem 

right, then i t 

probably isn't. 



What To Do 
if Approached  

I f  you feel  you are being sol ici ted for  

in form ation:

- Pract ice author ized responses to 

quest ions concern ing your  dut ies.

- Never  feel  obl igated to answer  

quest ions which m ake you feel  

uncom for table

- I f a conversat ion is too probing with 

r espect to your  dut ies, pr ivate l i fe, and 

co-workers, change the subject

- Be observant and take note of the 

person quest ion ing you

- M aintain  professional  com posure

- REPORT! REPORT!REPORT: Provide as 

m uch in form ation as possible to 

secur i ty.



Follow these steps to protect yourself:

- Stay alert and exercise good judgment
- If you travel with valuables, put them in the hotel safe
- Avoid risky areas of the city/town
- Keep car and room doors locked at all times
- Minimize the amount of cash you carry
- Be wary of street vendors and innocent-looking children as 

they may be decoys for pick pockets

I f you feel  you are being sol ici ted for  

in form ation:

- Pract ice author ized responses to 

quest ions concern ing your  dut ies.

- Never  feel  obl igated to answer  

quest ions which m ake you feel  

uncom for table

- I f a conversat ion is too probing with 

r espect to your  dut ies, pr ivate l i fe, and 

co-workers, change the subject

- Be observant and take note of the 

person quest ion ing you

- M aintain  professional  com posure

- REPORT! REPORT!REPORT: Provide as 

m uch in form ation as possible to 

secur i ty.

Foreign Travel and Cr ime
Crime is one of  the biggest threats facing travelers. Crimes 

against travelers are crimes of  opportuni ty.



FOREIGN ARREST 
&  DETENTION

Foreign pol ice and in tel l igence agencies detain  persons 

for  m any reasons, including sim ple cur iosi ty. 

I f  you are detained or  ar rested for  any reason:

- Exercise good judgm ent and be professional  in  

your  dem eanor

- Stay calm , and do not do anyth ing to provoke the 

ar rest ing off icer

- Ask  to contact the U.S. Em bassy or  Consulate

- DO NOT adm it to anyth ing or  volunteer  any 

in form ation

- DO NOT sign anyth ing unt i l  the docum ent is 

exam ined by an attorney or  an 

em bassy/ consulate representat ive

- DO NOT accept anyone at face value: Request 

ident i f icat ion fr om  em bassy/ consulate 



Local Laws
While traveling, remember that you are 
subject to the local laws. Do not make 
assumptions about what is acceptable. 

When traveling abroad:

- Be aware of local laws
- DO NOT photograph government 

facilities or religious symbols 
unless you are permitted to do so

- DO NOT take photographs in the 
vicinity of foreign military bases, 
buildings, or personnel 



Industr ial
Espionage

Industr ial  Espionage is the 

acquisi t ion of tr ade secrets 

fr om  business com peti tor s.

Tact ics include, but are not 

l im ited to: 

- El ici tat ion 

- Eavesdropping

- Survei l lance

- Electron ic 

in ter cept ion

- H otel  in tr usions

- Theft  of in form ation



W hile several decades ao much of industr ial espionage was 
done by searching paper folders and waste-baskets, modern 
theft  of informat ion for  industr ial espionage or  other  
purposes is done by accessing computer  systems either  
d irect ly or  via networks such as the Internet . The ease with 
which this can be done, and the diff icult y involved in tracing 
the culpr it s has led to many companies losing large amounts 
of revenue due to the theft  of trade secrets. 

Information Theft

You are a k ey asset in ensuring Company ow ned 

and proprietary data are not stolen or given aw ay. 

Employee Countermeasures
- Don't  travel with company electronic devices unless 

it  is absolutely necessary
- Use extra caut ion at  airpor t  secur it y lines where 

theft  of electronics is possib le.
- Keep a low  profile; avoid advert ising employee 

status.
- Refrain from using hotel business centers to log into 

company networks, and do not  use hotel fax 
machines, pr inters, or  shredders for  sensit ive data. 

- Never leave sensit ive data unattended; hotel safes 
are not  secure.

- Understand you have NO expectat ion of pr ivacy 
while abroad!



Foreign 
Destinations &  

Terror ism
Terrorism's reach is now worldwide in two 
respects. 

- First, international travel is becoming 
increasingly more convenient. The 
same convenience afforded to 
business travelers and tourists has 
also made it easier for terrorists to 
reach targets and willing 
collaborators. 

- Second, terrorists have extended 
their reach by building globe-circling 
infrastructures. Numerous terrorist 
organizations maintain cells far away 
from where their goals and grievances 

are focused. 



Terror ist Threat
Acts of terror  happen around the wor ld. There are steps you 
can take to minimize the likelihood of being a vict im to 
terror ist  act ivit y. 

Terror ist Tactics
Terror ist  tact ics include, but  are not  lim ited to:

- Bombing
- Kidnapping
- Hijacking
- Assassinat ions

- Robbery
- Extor t ion
- Biological and 

chemical attacks

Being vig ilant  and caut ious will help you in all situat ions. 

Threats to Travel Destinations
Terror ist  go where they see an opportunity, thus undermining 
dist inct ions between high and low  threat  areas. Relaxed 
secur it y reflect ing a belief that  the threat  is low  offers 
terror ists an opportunity that  may well increase the threat .  
The State Department 's Bureau of Diplomat ic Secur it y has 
de-emphasized previous high-threat , low-threat  d ist inct ions 
and considers the ent ire wor ld as a high-threat  area in 
planning secur it y effor ts. 

Region and country speci f ic threat information 

can be found at http:/ / travel .state.gov.

Terrorism's reach is now worldwide in two 
respects. 

- First, international travel is becoming 
increasingly more convenient. The 
same convenience afforded to 
business travelers and tourists has 
also made it easier for terrorists to 
reach targets and willing 
collaborators. 

- Second, terrorists have extended 
their reach by building globe-circling 
infrastructures. Numerous terrorist 
organizations maintain cells far away 
from where their goals and grievances 

are focused. 



Personal Safety
New surroundings and exot ic dest inat ions may lead you into 
a false sense of secur it y. W hether  you are traveling for  work 
or  leisure, your  personal safety is paramount . 

In this sect ion you will learn about : 

- Maintaining a low  profile
- Hotel safety t ips
- Travel safety t ips

Maintaining a Low Profile
- Blend in with your 

surroundings
- Conceal mater ial 

wealth
- Dr ive an 

inconspicuous 
vehicle

- Exchange money 
with local currency

- Avoid publicit y
- Use unmarked 

parking spaces and 
vary where you 
park

- Only share 
personal 
informat ion to 
trusted associates

Travel  information 

regarding 

COVID-19 can be 

found at 

travel .state.gov



Hotel Safety Tips
- Only patronize 

reputable hotels
- Note emergency 

exit  routes
- Secure your door 

and keep windows 
locked

- W hen away from 
your room, keep a 
Television or  radio 
on

- Avoid hotel paging

- DO NOT stay in 
hotel rooms that  
are on the f irst  
f loor

- DO NOT accept  
deliver ies unless 
previously 
arranged

- DO NOT use the 
hotel phone to 
d iscuss travel plans 

Travel Safety Tips
- Always remain aler t  and maintain a caut ious 

att itude
- Don't  wear clothing that  ident if ies you as an 

Amer ican
- W henever possib le, travel in groups
- Avoid public transportat ion when possib le
- Choose your own taxi
- Avoid isolated roads, danger areas, civil 

d isturbances, and crowds
- Be aler t  to anyone who appears to be following, you



CONTACTS 
ADTRAV 24/7 Agent Assistance 

• Email: vtxaero.travel@adtrav.com
• Phone: (833) 380-9635 option 1
• Local: 205-745-3744

Beth Thigpen - Vertex Corporate Travel Manager 

• Email: Beth.Thigpen@vtxco.com
• Office: (601) 607-6775
• Cell: (601) 209-9535

In the event of an emergency or to report a lost 
or stolen passport, contact the nearest U.S. 
embassy or consulate, or call the below number 
in the United States: 

• +1 202-501-4444
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Vertex Corporate Security 
DEFENSIVE SECURITY & FOREIGN TRAVEL BRIEFING 

It is increasingly apparent that foreign countries are targeting newly developed, critical technologies (usually unclassified) having direct 
military application.  This includes dual-use technology such as integrated circuitry, fiber optics, and software that have both military and 
non-military uses.  In the international market place, many of our competitors view industrial espionage as a legitimate practice and will 
exploit vulnerabilities when they see them. 

TRAVEL  
When taking a business trip following the guidelines below will go a long way in helping ensure that you have a safe and uneventful trip. 

1. Restrict trip and itinerary information to close family members and necessary business associates.
2. Use reliable hotels recommended by colleagues, the U. S. Embassy or Consultants.
3. Maintain a low profile.  Avoid a display of company affiliation when registering at the hotel.
4. Ensure that locks on hotel room doors are in working order, utilize hotel vault or secure storage for valuables.
5. Do not leave identifying materials in the hotel room revealing who you are, why you are there, who you are to visit and when, or

your schedule and return flight plans.
6. Avoid carrying large amounts of cash.  Use traveler's checks.
7. Beware of friendly strangers, particularly if chance conversation reveals they are interested in your occupation
8. Avoid actions identifying you as an American or someone wealthy or important.
9. Avoid establishing routine schedules.

When travelling by automobile: 
1. Keep your vehicle in good running condition, keep the gas tank at least half full at all times.
2. Be alert to your immediate surroundings at all times.
3. While driving, keep car doors locked and windows open no more than two inches.
4. Use well-traveled highways, remain alert at all signals, stop signs and intersections when slowing down or stopping.
5. Be suspicious of distress signals, such as auto breakdown with motorist asking for assistance.
6. Do not pick up strangers.
7. Lock unattended cars, no matter how short the duration.
8. Separate ignition key from other keys if leaving key with parking attendant, park off the street at night, preferably in a locked

garage or attended lot.
9. Avoid using cabs for sightseeing, take bus tours instead.

Travel on commercial airlines has become one of the most secure means of travel in the United States.  Ground security measures and 
other anti-terrorism techniques have made the threat of risk when flying commercially far less than when traveling by other means. 

However, keep in mind that in most overseas locations, ground security measures may not be as effective as those in this country.  
Remember the following items: 

1. Fly U.S. carriers whenever possible.
2. When overseas, do not make reservation changes by phone.
3. Leave early for the airport to minimize exposure.
4. Once in the terminal, move as quickly as possible to secured areas, past screening points, and stay there.

The chance of your being taken hostage is highly unlikely, unfortunately, it does happen.  If you are in an aircraft, boat, train or terrorists 
have captured building that and you are being held as part of a group of hostages, your ability to act appropriately will be very important for 
personal safety and may greatly enhance your chance of survival.  If you become engaged in a hostage incident, remember the following: 

1. Try to remain calm.
2. Obey the terrorist orders.
3. Be courteous and polite to the terrorists and other hostages, do not debate, argue or discuss political issues with the other

hostages or terrorists.
4. Talk in a normal tone; avoid whispering and making abrupt movements.
5. Locate yourself away from windows and doors and as far away from the terrorists as possible.
6. Answer questions immediately unless your position or purpose of travel may pose a threat to terrorists or to their ideologies.
7. Inform your captors if you have any medical condition or special disabilities.
8. Do not discuss possible actions that may be taken to your family, friends or company.
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FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE  
The main objective of foreign intelligence is the collection of data.  Operatives in this field employ various tactics in their campaigns to 
target employees.  Operatives may befriend targets of their own ethnic group, recruit foreign employees within a U.S. firm to steal 
proprietary or classified information, or task foreign students studying in the U.S. to acquire information on economic and technical 
subjects. 

The operative of a Foreign Intelligence Service (FIS) need not be a foreigner, nor need the occasion of encountering him or her be in an 
extraordinary manner.  The operative may be an individual you meet at a conference, symposium, or a fellow American who has been 
recruited as an agent by a FIS. 

Events-such as conferences on high-tech topics, trade fairs, and air shows attract many foreign scientists and engineers, providing foreign 
intelligence collectors with a concentrated group of specialists on a certain topic.  Collectors target these individuals while they are abroad 
to gather any information the scientists or engineers may possess.  Depending on the foreign country and the specific circumstances, 
some elicitation efforts can be heavy-handed and threatening, while other times they are subtle. 

It is important to remember that unclassified information, company proprietary material and technical data may be just as valuable to our 
adversaries as classified material. 

SUSPICIOUS CONTACT 
Employees who are authorized access to classified information are important targets for FIS.  It is common practice for a FIS to establish 
and maintain dossiers on personnel of intelligence interest, particularly of personnel whose jobs afford them access to classified and 
unclassified information or technical data in any area of special interest.  The FIS are constantly on the look out for opportunities to gain 
any kind of advantage that can be exploited. 

Therefore it is required that you report any individual, regardless of nationality, that approaches you to obtain illegal or unauthorized access 
to classified, proprietary, and technical information. 

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO NON-U.S. CITIZENS 
Classified information may not under any circumstances be disclosed to representatives from a foreign country.  Before any unclassified 
information or technical data associated with a classified contract may be disclosed, prior approval must be obtained by the appropriate 
owner of the information (i.e., NSA, DOE, DOJ, etc). 

Unclassified technical data, pertaining to items on the ‘Commodity Control List” may require approval by the Department of Commerce 
prior to release to a non-U.S. citizen or foreign country. 

CONCLUSION 
The U.S. can be weakened by the theft of its vital knowledge, and its enemies can be strengthened by the acquisition of that knowledge, 
whether it is classified or unclassified.  It is the responsibility of each individual who has been entrusted with sensitive information to do 
his/her share in protecting America’s critical technology and strategic knowledge. 

I certify that I have received from Vertex Corporate Security,  a Defensive Security & Foreign Travel Briefing.  I fully understand my 
responsibility for safeguarding U.S. Government, company classified, proprietary and technical information and have directed 
any questions I have to my Security Representative. 

Printed Name Personnel # 

Signature Date 



NOTIFICATION OF FOREIGN TRAVEL 
1. Background: (See country specific embassy and customs here: https://travel.state.gov/content/travel.html)

a. Travel outside of the United States is a matter of security interest, especially since you have access to highly
sensitive U.S. Government information.       

b. Knowledge of your whereabouts during your travel is for personal protection and as a guide in locating you
should an official search be required.

c. If major changes are made prior to your departure, please advise your security officer.  Any suspicious contacts
must be reported to security upon your return. 

d. By signing this document, you acknowledge that if you decide, for personal reasons, to travel to a country
identified on a Security Threat List (STL), some of your accesses may be suspended or revoked.  In some special access
cases, you also agree to undergo a counterintelligence polygraph exam upon your return as part of the overall threat 
mitigation strategy to determine if you should be re-accessed. 

e. By signing this document, you agree that you will be subject to a Foreign Travel Debriefing conducted by your
security officer, if determined necessary. 

2. Provide the following information at least thirty (30) days prior to your departure; read paragraph 9a-e; sign and date
the form, and email it or deliver it in person to your security officer.

3. This travel is:    Official (list purpose):       Personal 

4. Name (Last, First, MI):

Home Address: Home Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Work Phone: 

5. Person who knows your plans and whereabouts and is NOT traveling with you:

    Name (Last, First, MI:  Home Phone: 

    Home Address: Cell Phone: 

Work Phone: 

6. Itinerary:  If more than one country is to be visited, list countries in order of visit.  Use separate sheet if necessary.

SAMPLE ENTRY: 

Barcelona, Spain 20191004-20191012 Fernando Cordoba  1.011.123.41412929 

CITY/COUNTRY FROM/TO DATES IN-COUNTRY POC AND PHONE OR EMAIL (if known) 

7. Expected return date to U.S. 8. Date of last Travel/Defensive Security Briefing

By signing, the traveler certifies understanding of the briefing on the reverse of this form and intent to abide by the notes 
and tips provided therein.  The traveler also certifies the accuracy of the above information and agrees to debriefings as 
necessary and required. 

Traveler’s Physical or Digital Signature: Date: 

VTX.SE.F.002



9. As you prepare to travel outside the United States, it is important that you are reminded of your continuing responsibility
to safeguard the classified information that you know, as well as the broadening efforts of foreign intelligence services
around the world to acquire that knowledge.  The following notes and tips can help you to avoid situations which could
cause you to be delayed, embarrassed, or even arrested while traveling.

a. Never mention, discuss or even imply involvement in any special or classified projects or activities, except as
directed for U.S. Government required business.  Never take classified, export controlled, or other sensitive material 
outside the U.S. without written approval from your Program or company security official.  This includes electronic files.  
For official foreign travel, use a sanitized laptop or tablet that does not contain any export controlled or company sensitive 
information.  If such information has been authorized for your travel, store it encrypted on a memory stick or similar 
device, which you can keep in your personal possession at all times.  Do not bring a company or government laptop on 
personal travel.  

b. When using a hotel internet connection, remember that anything received or transmitted through that
connection is probably being intercepted.  Do not send or receive unencrypted files containing anything sensitive or export 
controlled.  

c. Don’t accept personal letters, photographs, material or information to be removed from the visited country. By
some countries’ laws, this is considered smuggling. Be careful of statements which could be used for propaganda 
purposes.  Don’t sign petitions, regardless of how innocuous they may appear.  Remember that all mail, including email, is 
subject to censorship.  Be careful not to divulge personal or business matters which could be used for exploitation or 
propaganda purposes.  

d. Be careful what is said in all telephone conversations, even those between you and other US. Personnel.  In
some countries, visitors’ telephones are routinely monitored.  That includes both cell and landline phones.  Never Attempt 
to photograph military personnel or government or restricted installations or areas.   

e. Beware of overly friendly guides, interpreters, waitresses, hotel clerks, etc., whose intentions may go beyond
being friendly.  Note the name, description and location of such persons to report upon your return. Carefully avoid moral 
indiscretions, illegal activity or any situation which could provide a foreign intelligence service with the means to coerce or 
blackmail you.   

Foreign Travel Debriefing 

 YES     NO  
Were any problems encountered at the time of your arrival or departure from any country? _____ _____ 
Did you have any unusual experiences, to include harassment, suspected surveillance, detention, _____   _____ 
unusual customs inspection, hotel room searches, telephone monitoring, listening devices, etc.  
Were any travel restrictions imposed?  Were there any abrupt changes made in your itinerary?  _____   _____ 
Were any probing inquiries made relative to your job, duties, or company?    _____   _____ 
Were there any indications of possible approach/efforts to compromise you by foreign intelligence svcs? _____   _____ 
Did you meet a foreign national who requested future contact?  _____   _____ 
Were you a victim of a criminal act? _____   _____ 
Were you detained or arrested?  _____   _____ 
Did you witness any acts which might be considered terrorist acts? _____   _____ 
Did you lose or replace any official materials or personal luggage? _____   _____ 
Did you take any personal pictures of foreign government personnel, installations or equipment?  _____   _____ 
Were you hospitalized during the trip?  _____   _____ 
Did you check in and/or out with the local foreign embassy or consulate?  _____   _____ 
Did you deviate from the itinerary you provided prior to your departure?  _____   _____ 
Did you have contact with anyone under circumstances you would consider suspicious or unusual? _____   _____ 

If you answered “YES” to any of the questions above, provide additional information on the provided 
supplemental information page. 

Traveler’s Signature: Date:  

Security Officer Signature: Date:  

VTX.SE.F.002



FOREIGN TRAVEL DEBRIFING 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FORM

If you answered “YES” to any of the questions above, provide additional information in the space 
provided below. Please include all pertinent details. 

VTX.SE.F.002
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